Good Morning

I’m ____________, I’m ________________, and I’m ________________, and these are the morning announcements:

**Triathlon!**

Get your forms in to your teacher or Ms. Trieu! You can do it solo or be part of a relay team! If you need a swimmer, Ms. Trieu can find one for you! Don’t hesitate, participate!

**Get your library books in!**

Try and win a pizza lunch for your class! Get ALL your books in by this Thursday to qualify!

**Music enrichment**

All choir and advanced band section leaders please meet Mrs. Gallello in her classroom at nutrition break.

**Me to We students:**

Please come to Mrs. Boileau’s room at Nut Break for a brief meeting!

**Let’s be SILENT for the SILENCED this Thursday!**

Stand up for child labourers and children who don’t have the privilege of attending school. A donation of ONE DOLLAR is all it takes to participate. Sign up in the MPR at lunch today. You can choose to be silent for 2, 4 or 6 blocks to give voice to those who are silenced their whole lives.

Have a good day! ☺️